TSP-220
OSDP Converter with
barcode scanner kit
Data Sheet

Converter & Barcode Scanner Kit

The TSP-2204 is an OSDP barcode scanner kit that scans 1D and 2D
barcodes and converts the data to OSDP, to interface with an OSDP
access control system.
The kit includes a Honeywell barcode scanner, a small form factor OSDP
converter, a 5Vdc scanner power supply, and and a wire harness to
connect the scanner and converter.
The scanner outputs RS-232 ASCII data; the converter takes the serial
data and puts it in the payload of an osdp_RAW response.
Benefits
• OSDP supervision verifies that the barcode reader is connected to the
system
• Enables barcode reader to connect with other OSDP devices
• Converter has a small form factor to fit inside a turnstile
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Specifications

Physical

Converter

1.25 x .75 inches

Barcode Scanner

6.35 x 2.05 x 1.02 inches

Wire Harness Cable Length

4 ft.

Operating Temperature

-4ºF to 122ºF

Enclosure Rating

Not water or dust rated.

Converter Supply Voltage

8 - 16Vdc @ 300 mA

Scanner Supply Voltage

5Vdc @ 200 mA

Environmental

Electrical

A 5V, 2 A power supply is included for the scanner. A power supply for the converter is not included.
Optical barcode scanner supports multiple barcode and QR code formats; depth of field 42-488 mm (varies based on
barcode type).

Additional
Features

Technical overview:
The OSDP converter connects to an OSDP Access Control Unit (ACU), which establishes
communication as well as security, if desired.
The converter reads barcodes containing ASCII decimal characters and then converts them into a
raw binary number ranging from 0 to 4294967295. When polled by the ACU, the device responds
with a RAW response containing the raw binary number in exactly 4 bytes of right-justified data. For
example, a barcode made up of the characters 2, 5, and 5 would be converted to 255, and sent out
as a RAW response as: 00 00 00 FF.
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